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Shutter 0.90.1 Released with Bug Fixes and New Icon [2]

Screenshot Tool Shutter 0.91 Released with New Icon and Without imm.io Support [3]

Shutter, a feature-rich screenshot program that allows users to capture nearly anything on their
screen without losing control, is now at version 0.91.
The Shutter developers don't release updates often for this great software and you would
imagine that each new version carried a huge number of changes and improvements.
Unfortunately, that's not the case.

Professional Wiki Creator XWiki Enterprise 6.1 Milestone 2 Ready for Testing [4]

XWiki Enterprise 6.1 Milestone 2, a professional wiki that has powerful extensibility features
such as scripting in pages, plugins, and a highly modular architecture, has been released and is
ready for testing.

unp: Boring is not always a bad thing [5]

units: Arithmetic acrobatics [6]

Frogr 0.10 released [7]

uppity: Not the last, nor the least, pastebin-ish upload tool [8]

Bonus: U is for used up [9]

Sigram: Native Linux Desktop Telegram Client [10]

Telegram is a free messaging app that focuses on speed and security, at least that's what its
developers say. There are official Telegram applications available for iOS and Android as well
as various unofficial clients for Windows, Mac OS X and Windows Phone.

Does Linux Lack a Killer App? [11]

What Linux needs most is games, said Hyperlogos blogger Martin Espinoza. However, "if you
were trying to narrow it down to one app, it would probably still be Photoshop. For all the talk
of how great GIMP has become, usability is still an abject nightmare, and in spite of the OSS
community's self-back-patting regarding documentation, there is no documentation for GIMP
which is not pathetic."
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